Maternal mirror syndrome after in utero aortic valve dilation. A case report.
Fetal hydrops of various etiologies can be associated with maternal mirror syndrome. The exact pathophysiology of this rare disorder remains unclear, yet it can result in significant maternal and fetal morbidity. The recent advances in prenatal diagnosis and therapeutic interventions have focused on altering the course of pathologies associated with an expected poor prognosis. Severe fetal aortic valve stenosis with its potential for hypoplastic left heart fit this category. We report a case of maternal mirror syndrome in a parturient following intrauterine therapy for severe fetal aortic stenosis and hydrops. Despite a technically successful intervention, the mother required emergency cesarean section. We review the few reports of mirror syndrome as well as the current approaches to fetal aortic stenosis. This case reinforces the need for in depth risk analysis prior to fetal interventions. It also emphasizes the advantage of earlier detection and therapy with fetal aortic stenosis since fetal hydrops carries a somber prognosis.